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Splice sites deﬁne the boundaries of exonic regions and dictate protein synthesis and function. The splic-
ing mechanism involves complex interactions among positional and compositional features of different
lengths. Computational modeling of the underlying constructive information is especially challenging,
in order to decipher splicing-inducing elements and alternative splicing factors. SpliceIT (Splice Identiﬁ-
cation Technique) introduces a hybrid method for splice site prediction that couples probabilistic mod-
eling with discriminative computational or experimental features inferred from published studies in
two subsequent classiﬁcation steps. The ﬁrst step is undertaken by a Gaussian support vector machine
(SVM) trained on the probabilistic proﬁle that is extracted using two alternative position-dependent fea-
ture selection methods. In the second step, the extracted predictions are combined with known species-
speciﬁc regulatory elements, in order to induce a tree-based modeling. The performance evaluation on
human and Arabidopsis thaliana splice site datasets shows that SpliceIT is highly accurate compared to
current state-of-the-art predictors in terms of the maximum sensitivity, speciﬁcity tradeoff without com-
promising space complexity and in a time-effective way. The source code and supplementary material
are available at: http://www.med.auth.gr/research/spliceit/.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Pre-mRNAsplicing is an essential step in gene expression, involv-
ing an RNA modiﬁcation during which introns are excised in a
two-step enzymatic procedure. In theﬁrst step, the adenosine corre-
sponding to the branch site of the polypyrimidine track that pre-
cedes an acceptor splice site bonds covalently to the guanosine at
thedonor splice site. The second step involves thepairingof adjacent
exonsand theexcisionof the inner intron that is thendegraded in the
cell nucleus and the splicing product moves from the nucleus to the
cytoplasm. In splice site forms, GT and AG dinucleotides signal the
beginning and end of an intron, respectively. The canonical GT/AG
splice site rule dominates on the overwhelming majority of splice
sites in different species, e.g. more than 98% of conﬁrmed human
splice sites follow the canonical GT/AG splice site rule [1].
This strong conservation observed in splice junctions is not suf-
ﬁcient to accurately locate a splice site, due to the huge number of
GT/AG-containing sequences and thus of false positive cases. To
cope with this issue, a larger consensus sequence exhibiting weak-ll rights reserved.
Informatics, Medical School,
ece.
i).er conservation is often modeled to discriminate an actual splice
site from splice-like signals. As splice site identiﬁcation is used to
computationally localize protein-coding sequences within an
uncharacterized DNA segment, being able to locate actual GT/AG
splicing pairs is an important issue, in order to increase the predic-
tive accuracy of whole gene sequences [2]. In addition, more accu-
rate splice site predictions imply higher sensitivity to whatever
positional variations are observed in their locality.
Splice site prediction has been elaborated by various compu-
tational techniques so far. Position-speciﬁc weight matrices
(PWMs) and weight array models (WAMs) of various orders have
been applied formerly for splice site prediction [3,4]. Over time,
more sophisticated methods have been proposed that signiﬁ-
cantly increase the predictive power. For example, NNSplice em-
ploys a feedforward neural network with one hidden layer to
identify splice sites [5], while Loi and Rajapakse introduced a hy-
brid method that combines Markov models and neural networks
[6]. In addition, DGSplicer employs a dependency graph model to
fully capture the intrinsic interactions among nucleotides in the
locality of splice sites [7], while GeneSplicer combines Markov
modeling with a maximal dependence decomposition method
in order to capture the most signiﬁcant dependencies among
adjacent and non-adjacent residues [8]. Furthermore, the use of
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build discriminative models between real and pseudo splice sites
[9].
Support vector machines (SVMs) have also been employed for
splice site identiﬁcation. For example, the performance of a Bayes-
ian feature mapping that fed a linear SVM proposed in [10] was
fairly robust, when applied to large volumes of data. In addition,
1st order Markov descriptions of the input dataset with an SVM
classiﬁer using a polynomial kernel has been applied for splice site
prediction in [11,12], while Zhang et al. used SVMs to extract the
classiﬁcation rules that best discriminate real from pseudo exons
using a degree-2 polynomial kernel on different feature type com-
binations [13]. Likewise, SpliceMachine implements an efﬁcient
method for predicting splice sites that selects and merges posi-
tional and compositional features that are learned by a linear
SVM classiﬁer [14]. In practice, SVM learning has been proven to
be highly accurate in various other biological classiﬁcation, regres-
sion and novelty detection problems [15–18].
Recently, an alternative approach compared to such machine
learning strategies has been proposed by Trapnell et al. for the ab
initio identiﬁcation of splice junctions relying on a novel similar-
ity-based mapping algorithm that aligns short reads from RNA-
Seq experiments against the whole reference genome [19].
Features encoding and selection in the abovementioned ma-
chine learning approaches play an important role in the classiﬁca-
tion performance. Most often, binary classiﬁers are combined with
features representation and selection techniques by employing a
pre-processing decision making on the type and number of most
informative features, i.e. those preserving the underlying informa-
tion of the learning problem. In this context, a number of alterna-
tive modeling techniques have been proposed, such as permuted
variable length Markov model (PVLMM) for the identiﬁcation of
transcription factor binding sites and splice signals [20], the opti-
mized mixture of Markov models (OMiMa) for modeling depen-
dence structures within biological motifs [21], and
generalizations of standard Markov models to characterize biolog-
ical sequences [22]. As far as feature selection is concerned, Degro-
eve et al. proposed a wrapper-based feature selection method for
splice site prediction that improved the classiﬁcation performance
compared to the use of all available features [23], while Saeys et al.
applied a fast detection of relevant feature subsets using a heuristic
method based on the estimation of distribution algorithms [24].
Both methods when combined with SVMs gave superior results
in terms of accuracy and time-efﬁciency. Finally, Chen and Lin pro-
posed alternative feature selection and ranking strategies, namely,
F-score and random forest, that are well-suited for binary SVM-
based classiﬁcation problems [25].
The present work proposes a hybrid method for splice site pre-
diction, following some logical hypotheses not previously consid-
ered in other computational methods. The ﬁrst hypothesis
involves the type of features that should be incorporated. Recently,
several experimental or computational studies on the splicing-
inducing factors have highlighted the importance of speciﬁc posi-
tional and compositional features that discriminate actual splice
site from decoys [26–28]. These features have been associated with
the presence of splicing regulatory elements and therefore could be
important in predictive modeling. The idea in this case is that, in-
stead of performing exhaustive searches for oligomers with high
discriminative power on our dataset, we can exploit available evi-
dence inferred from published computational or experimental
studies. In this context, it is self-evident that feature extraction is
radically more time-efﬁcient than selecting and modeling features
from scratch, and in fact more generic, since these features stem
from various studies applied on different splice datasets. In addi-
tion, due to the limited number of known features, it is feasible
to manually decide on the encoding scheme that is more suitable.In this work, two encoding types are used, namely local context
(LC) and weighted distribution (WD). It has to be noted that the se-
lected features are species-speciﬁc and different for donor and
acceptor sites.
A second hypothesis examined in this work is that, although the
aforementioned evidence-based features are highly informative,
they are not sufﬁcient to delineate the whole splice sequence pro-
ﬁle and cannot fully capture the positional information of the se-
quence residues. To deal with this issue, we integrated the
probabilistic proﬁle of the splice residues and trained them inde-
pendently in a preceding classiﬁcation step. The extracted proba-
bility estimates [29] together with the evidence-based features
discussed in the ﬁrst hypothesis constitute the feature set in the
subsequent training procedure.
A ﬁnal motivation of this work involves the order of the proba-
bilistic modeling that should be selected, i.e. the dependency
length among residues that best discriminates positive instances
from decoys. Generally, higher order Markov models perform bet-
ter than low order Markov models at the expense of the state com-
plexity [30], and reduced generalization performance [31]. On the
other hand, low order Markov models do not look far into past
events; nevertheless, they are often preferred since they require
less training data, they are less state demanding, and often perform
better on unseen data. Most techniques describing the positional
content of a splice sequence use a single type of signal interactions
in form of ﬁxed-order Markov models [5,11]. The selection of the
dependency length in these studies is poorly justiﬁed and the in-
duced model partially captures the positional properties. A rather
simplistic and straightforward solution to this problem would be
to extract multiple orders of positional array models (WAM-k) in
the ‘‘all-kth-order” feature representation [32]. This approach in-
creases clearly the space complexity and most importantly has
no or even negative inﬂuence on the prediction outcome, due to
the abundance of redundant features [31].
In this work, we investigate the performance of two methods
for selecting probabilistic features, that are alternatively used,
namely the positional feature selection (PFS) [33] and the principal
feature analysis (PFA) [34]. PFS selects the most informative posi-
tional description per residue according to speciﬁc optimality cri-
teria, while PFA exploits the mutual information among residues
and selects a subset of probabilistic parameters (principal features)
of different orders following a PCA (principal component analysis)
based selection method. PFA allows for a speciﬁc position to be
multiply represented by different orders, while PFS associates a
unique probabilistic parameter with each position residue having
no additional cost on the space complexity, compared to individual
positional models.
Following these hypotheses, we developed a hybrid splice site
predictor, called SpliceIT (Splice Identiﬁcation Technique). SpliceIT
uses a Gaussian SVM to classify the PFS or PFA-based probabilistic
descriptions used in the ﬁrst classiﬁcation step and a binary deci-
sion tree for the classiﬁcation of the additional evidence-based fea-
tures in the second classiﬁcation step. In the following, we use the
term probabilistic sequence features to refer to the Markov features
employed in the ﬁrst classiﬁcation step and the term evidence-
based features for the sequence motifs used in the second classiﬁca-
tion step.2. Materials and methods
2.1. Evaluation datasets
SpliceIT was evaluated on 1115 human and 1323 A. thaliana
non-redundant genes that were ﬁrst used to build predictive mod-
els by GeneSplicer [8]. The training sequences make up a realistic
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splice junctions to be incorporated in the classiﬁcation scheme.
Of the 315,615 splice-like donors and 417,939 acceptor sites con-
tained in the A. thaliana genes a subset of 10,000 false splice sites
were randomly selected to optimize the SVM training parameters.
Similarly, 1000 donor and 1000 acceptor sites were randomly se-
lected out of the 5440 and 5488 actual splice sites contained in
the A. thaliana dataset, respectively. As regards the human splice
sites, the same subset size was used to ﬁnd the optimal parameters
of the Gaussian SVM classiﬁer out of the 5733 actual donor and
acceptor sites and the 478,983 and 650,099 false donor and accep-
tor sites, respectively. All splice sites (actual and pseudo), follow
the canonical GT/AG splice site rule.
A region of 50 nt upstream the splice junction and equal size of
nucleotides downstream the consensus GT/AG sites were extracted
from the actual and pseudo splice datasets for both human and A.
thaliana genes. The results of the optimization step were used in
the training procedure that was applied on a larger dataset con-
taining 5000 true and 50,000 false donor and acceptors each, that
were randomly selected from the initial human and A. thaliana
datasets.
Aiming to assess the reproducibility and consistency of the re-
sults, we performed an additional evaluation on the NN269 data-
set. The NN269 dataset is a compilation of human splice sites
extracted from 269 genes (Genbank v.95) that was ﬁrst used to
train the NNSplice predictor [5,35] and in various other studies
as benchmark dataset [2,12,11,15]. The NN269 dataset is a well-
documented and widely-known benchmark dataset that contains
1324 sequences of actual donor and acceptor sites following the
canonical GT/AG splice site rule. The pseudo splice site training
and test datasets contain 4922 donor and 5553 acceptor sites. Do-
nor sequences (5256 training and 990 test) contain 15 nucleotides
with the splice junction located at positions 8 and 9. Similarly, the
AG consensus is located at positions 69, 70 within acceptor se-
quences (5788 training and 1089 test) of 90 nt long.
2.2. Methodology overview
The predictive modeling employed in SpliceIT addresses several
important aspects such as: (1) appropriate features encoding
scheme, (2) feature selection/ranking method, and (3) parameters
optimization. The basic subsequent processing steps are outlined
in the following:
1. Feature extraction: Positional probabilistic descriptions of differ-
ent orders are constructed and a pool of candidate features is
generated.
2. Feature selection: The discriminative power of each feature is
assessed and the most informative features are selected using
either PFS or PFA.
3. First classiﬁcation step – SVM: The SVM classiﬁer is trained on
the probabilistic parameters.
4. Additional evidence-based feature encoding: A set of evidence-
based features is selected and appropriately represented.
5. Second classiﬁcation step – decision trees: Ambiguous predictions
are re-considered in a tree-based modeling based on the fea-
tures obtained in the former step.
2.3. Feature extraction
Given a sequence of random variables S ¼ S1; S2; . . ., a Markov
model is used to capture the inter-dependencies among successive
states in order to extract a set of probabilistic features [36]. In a 1st
order Markov chain model, for example, the transition probability
of a state x to y at position i of a sequence S is deﬁned as:px;yðiÞ,PðSiþ1 ¼ yjSi ¼ xÞ: ð1Þ
The resulting model assigns different transition probabilities for
each position. PWMs that deﬁne the probability of a nucleotide to
be observed at a speciﬁc position are equivalent to positional zero
order Markov models. Likewise, WAMs correspond to non-zero or-
der positional Markov models.
SpliceIT employs PWMs and WAMs to build the probabilistic
feature set. In order to bypass zero probabilities, which are more
frequently observed in higher order WAMs, we apply a simple
smoothing method that adds a pseudocount to each actual proba-
bility. The so-called Laplace rule has its theoretical justiﬁcation
coming from the probability theory and is deﬁned (assuming a
prior uniform nucleotide distribution) as pLk ¼
fsiþ1
fsiþN
, where N is the
number of alphabet letters and fsi is the frequency of the nucleotide
at position i following the k-mer sequence of frequency fs.
2.4. Feature selection
Feature selection is a particularly important pre-processing step
that is commonly used in pattern classiﬁcation techniques, aiming
to address the dimensionality reduction problem, reduce storage
space and classiﬁcation time, and improve the understanding of
the problem and interpretability of the results [37,38].
Typically, feature selection methods are mostly applicable to
problems where hundreds or thousands of features have to be con-
sidered. In this study, the feature space is not that complex; never-
theless, feature selection serves as a necessary mechanism that
ﬁlters out redundant features and provides to some extent biolog-
ical interpretation of the incorporated features. In this context, fea-
ture selection is employed in two alternative ways:
 decide on the best-ﬁtting feature per position using PFS [33], or
 prune the original feature set to an optimal subset that retains or
increases the classiﬁcation performance using PFA [34].
A detailed analysis of the feature selection strategies employed
is described in the following.
Positional feature selection (PFS). PFS deﬁnes the probability of
observing a state at a certain position by selecting the best-ﬁtting
order of past events, i.e. the most informative sequence of preced-
ing states for each residue [33]. The generative model uses the F-
score value as a selection criterion for the best-ﬁtting feature per
site [25]. In a binary classiﬁcation problem, F-score gives a measure
of the discriminative power of each feature, using the averaged val-
ues of the positive and negative instances, and assigns a numeric
value to each one of the features. Larger F-score values indicate
more informative features.
Given a set of np and nn positive and negative training vectors,
respectively, the F-score of the ith feature corresponding to the
kth order probabilistic parameter is deﬁned by the formula:
FkðiÞ 
ðxpkðiÞ  xkðiÞÞ2 þ ðxnkðiÞ  xkðiÞÞ2
Ap þ An ;
with Am ¼ 1nm  1
Xnm
j¼1
ðxmk ðj; iÞ  xmk ðiÞÞ2; ð2Þ
where xkðiÞ; xpkðiÞ; xnkðiÞ are the average values of the total, positive
and negative instances assigned to the ith feature, respectively,
while xpkðj; iÞ and xnkðj; iÞ denote the probability estimates of the ith
feature corresponding to the jth positive and negative instances,
respectively.
For each Markov model, the corresponding Fk vector is deﬁned
as:
Fk ¼ fFkðkþ 1Þ; Fkðkþ 2Þ; . . . ; FkðNÞg; ð3Þ
1 Implementation details available at: http://WWW.med.auth.gr/research/spliceit/
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order k of conditional probabilities, the corresponding F-score vec-
tor of N  k length is generated. Given a kth order Markov model,
the extracted feature vector of a training instance is deﬁned as:
Xk ¼ fxkðkþ 1Þ; xkðkþ 2Þ; . . . ; xkðNÞg; 0 6 k < N  1: ð4Þ
If Y ¼ fy1; y2; . . . ; yNg is the vector of the PFS encoding for an in-
stance, then yi is given by the formula:
z ¼ argmax
k
FkðiÞ; yi ¼ xzðiÞ; ð5Þ
with k 6 i and 1 6 i 6 N. PFS has linear computational cost with the
number of features at the expense of discarding the mutual infor-
mation among features. PFS also assumes that all features selected
by the F-score criterion are equally important.
Pruning with principal feature analysis (PFA). PFA is an alternative
approach that incorporates features’ mutual information. Evi-
dently, some features may have no or even negative effect on the
classiﬁcation performance. PFA is a variant PCA method that is
used to cut out noisy and redundant variables [34]. PFA deals with
the dimensionality reduction problem in a computationally cost-
effective way by choosing a subset of the original feature vector
that retains the underlying discriminative information using the
same optimality criteria as in PCA. However, instead of ﬁnding a
projection of all features included to the original feature space to
a lower dimensional space, PFA exploits the properties of the prin-
cipal components to select a subset of the original features. Con-
trary to PFS, PFA takes into account the mutual information
among the selected features. In this study, the source features
are the variable-order WAMs and the outcome is the principal fea-
ture subset that efﬁciently characterizes the initial pool of probabi-
listic parameters. To provide additional conﬁrmatory evidence, the
extracted components are independently studied for their statisti-
cal signiﬁcance by performing the Wilcoxon rank sum test
ðp < 0:05Þ. The Wilcoxon rank sum test for equal medians gives
an insight of the differences between positive and negative in-
stances of each feature and does not imply any assumption on
the distribution of the tested features.
2.5. First classiﬁcation step-support vector machines
SVMs are discriminative learning methods that are used for
supervised learning in classiﬁcation and regression problems. In
binary classiﬁcation, SVMs are used to learn a classiﬁcation rule
from labeled data by generating a hyperplane between the two
classes that maximizes the margin to the closest points, called sup-
port vectors [39,40]. SVMs apply an implicit mapping U of the in-
put data into a high-dimensional feature space using a function:
kðxi; xjÞ ¼ hUðxiÞ;UðxjÞi; ð6Þ
that gives the inner product and can be computed without having to
explicitly project xi and xj into the feature space.
Non-linear SVMs use a kernel function instead of the inner
products deﬁned in Eq. (6). Considering their theoretical justiﬁca-
tion, SVMs are computationally very effective, since no computa-
tions are performed in the high-dimensional space that is used to
map the input data. Moreover, different kernel methods can be de-
signed and applied in SVM classiﬁcation so that the decision func-
tion is interpretable and useful to extract biological knowledge
[41,42].
SpliceIT employs the radial basis function (RBF)
Kðxi; xjÞ ¼ eckxixjk2 , to map input data points into the feature space.
RBF kernels give good generalization performance, need less
hyperparameters than the polynomial kernel, and are considered
as a generalization of the linear kernel function. The penalty
parameter C that deﬁnes the tradeoff between training errors andstringent margins [40] and the c value of the RBF kernel are
user-deﬁned and need to be ﬁne-tuned in order to minimize the
classiﬁcation error. In this context, a grid-based hyperparameter
selection is used that performs an exhaustive search in a prede-
ﬁned logscaled grid space, where each pair of parameter values is
evaluated in terms of the overall classiﬁcation accuracy. Grid
search is computationally intensive compared to heuristic ap-
proaches; however, the latter do not guarantee the selection of
the optimal C and c pair within a certain range of values.
2.6. Additional evidence-based feature encoding
The features used in the subsequent classiﬁcation step stem
mainly from species-speciﬁc published studies and are described
with the following encodings:
 weighted distribution (WD) of the conservation proﬁle, and
 abundance of predeﬁned oligomers (local context, LC).
WD is calculated by the weighting function bin(code, index,
dir) that converts an oligomer sequence into a binary number
and subsequently to the corresponding decimal number by apply-
ing a gradually vanished weighting as removed from splice sites
where:
 code refers to the IUPAC symbols corresponding to the posi-
tively-weighted nucleotides,
 index gives the relative position with respect to the splice site,
and
 dir is a binary variable that refers to the scanning direction
either 50 to 30 (0) or 30 to 50 (1).
For example, binðY;3;1Þ returns the decimal number corre-
sponding to the binary number that results by transforming the
3-mers preceding splice sites at the 30 to 50 direction, with
C; T ! 1 and G;A ! 0.
LC measures the abundance of speciﬁc oligomers and is repre-
sented by their frequency in predeﬁned regions adjacent to splice
sites. Finally, the probability estimates provide a conﬁdence metric
of each prediction made by the SVM training procedure [29].
2.7. Second classiﬁcation step – decision trees
Decision tree modeling in classiﬁcation problems is often used
to assess the importance of candidate features for discrimination
and prediction [43]. One of its strengths lies in the interpretability
of the constructed model that is especially useful when we need to
ascribe particular meaning to the classiﬁcation results. In this
study, decision trees are employed in the second classiﬁcation step,
in order to train species-speciﬁc features that have been associated
with the regulation of the splicing process in human and A. thali-
ana. Typically, a decision tree is gradually growing by splitting
the class members according to some scoring criteria. SpliceIT uses
maximum deviance reduction as a criterion for choosing a split
[44]. In addition, to avoid limited generalization performance of
an overgrown tree model, SpliceIT applies a post-pruning tech-
nique that shrinks the tree structure by turning a number of branch
nodes into leaves1 [44].
The number of the training instances in the tree-based model-
ing is deﬁned by the probability estimates extracted by the SVM
classiﬁer [29]. All instances assigned with probabilities belonging
to an ambiguous mid-region are re-considered in the tree-based
modeling, while for the remaining instances no additional process-.
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the probability threshold that gives the optimal sensitivity and
speciﬁcity tradeoff, i.e. the closest point of the ROC (receiver oper-
ating characteristic) curve from an absolutely well-trained SVM
classiﬁer. The amount of the training data is then deﬁned by taking
different probability ranges around this threshold. The overall clas-
siﬁcation performance is estimated by summing up the true posi-
tive and negative predictions of the SVM classiﬁer for the instances
that were not used in the tree-based training procedure and the
corresponding true positive and negative predictions made by
the induced decision tree. For each training dataset, the corre-
sponding tree-based model is induced and the convex hull of all
the sensitivity, speciﬁcity pairs is taken.
2.8. Performance measures – implementation issues
The classiﬁcation performance of the proposed hybrid method
is estimated based on the ROC curves and the associated area un-
der ROC curves (AUC). ROC curves give a measure of the tradeoff
between the false positive rate FPR ¼ 1 Sp ¼ FPFPþTN and the true
positive rate TPR ¼ Sn ¼ TPTPþFN, where Sp; Sn correspond to speciﬁc-
ity, sensitivity, respectively. TPðTNÞ is the number of actual(pseu-
do) splice sites that are correctly predicted and FPðFNÞ is the
number of splice sites that are mistakenly labeled as actual(pseu-
do) splice sites. Accordingly, Sn is the probability of correctly pre-
dicting a positive instance and Sp is the probability that a positive
prediction is correct. Correlation coefﬁcient (CC) is also used as a
comprehensive classiﬁcation performance metric incorporating
both sensitivity and speciﬁcity measures as deﬁned by the formula
[45]:
CC ¼ TP  TN  FP  FNﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðTP þ FPÞðTP þ FNÞðTN þ FPÞðTN þ FNÞp : ð7Þ
CC ranges from 1 to 1, with 1 corresponding to a perfectly well-
trained classiﬁer. To estimate the optimal FPR and TPR pair, we used
the Euclidean metric. Speciﬁcally, the best sensitivity, speciﬁcity
tradeoff is deﬁned by the coordinates of each point on the ROC
curve with the minimum distance from a perfectly well-trained
classiﬁer, i.e. point (0,1) on the false positive and true positive axes
of the ROC plot, respectively.
To avoid deceptive comparisons on the maximum sensitivity
and speciﬁcity, we tested equal number of points using cubic inter-
polation on the ROC curve deﬁned by the sensitivity levels in Ta-
bles S1 and S2 (Additional ﬁle). Furthermore, to cope with over-
ﬁtting the training data, a 10-fold cross-validation (CV) learning
procedure is employed using LIBSVM [46]. Although not theoreti-
cally justiﬁed, 10-fold CV has been extensively used as a preferred
way for measuring the error rate giving the best classiﬁcation per-
formance [47]. Tree pruning was also performed on 10-fold CV
training data using MATLAB. Finally, the best-ﬁtting C and c
parameters of the SVM were identiﬁed within a range of [5,5]
and [4,0], respectively, with step 1 in the logscale, using uni-
formly spaced sample values.3. Results
3.1. Positional weight models
The performance of the Gaussian SVM classiﬁer was tested on
PFS and PFA using PWM, WAM-1 and WAM-2 descriptions of the
50 residues at either sides of the GT/AG consensus for the GeneSpl-
icer datasets. PFS and PFA-based encodings offer two different po-
sition-dependent views of the same source of probabilistic
parameters. PFS assumes that all residues are equally important
and therefore need to be represented in the ﬁnal encoding scheme.On the other hand, PFA goes deeper into investigating the local
properties of the most informative residues (principal features)
that can be multiply represented, while redundant residues are
cut out.
Figs. 1 and 2 present the most informative features per position
according to the weighting schemes followed in the PFS and PFA
feature selection methods. In PFS, the most discriminative depen-
dency length per position, i.e. with the highest F-score, is speciﬁed
by different colors in the F-score chart. Evidently, the contribution
of each residue diminishes as removed from splice sites; however,
the distribution of the important features is differentiated between
donor and acceptor sites. Acceptor prediction is mostly weighted
by the intronic residues close to the AG consensus for both human
and A. thaliana, while donor selection is mostly controlled by a
smaller intronic and exonic region adjacent to the GT consensus.
Interestingly, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, positional WAM-1 in hu-
man and A. thaliana are barely selected by PFS to characterize exo-
nic residues preceding donor sites and following acceptor sites. On
the contrary, WAM-1 are more frequently selected in intronic re-
gions compared to PWM and WAM-2.
It is interesting to note that, while in donors small differences
can be identiﬁed in the conservation proﬁle between human and
A. thaliana, in acceptors the differences among the two species
are considerable (Figs. 1 and 2). Speciﬁcally, in human WAM-2,
which can detect longer preserved motifs, is suitable for identify-
ing preserved patterns in exons. On the contrary, WAM-1 which
identiﬁes conserved dinucleotides appears to be more suitable
for deﬁning conservation in introns. Dinucleotide sequences have
been mostly related to conservation and packing considerations
[48]. In A. thaliana, conservation in exonic sequences also appears
to be selected by more stringent sequence considerations, but it
is only in certain intronic sequences where conservation is ob-
served at the dinucleotide level. Contrariwise, conservation in A.
thaliana is frequently described by nucleotide PWM models. The
above data would indicate that speciﬁc intronic conformational
characteristics are probably essential for the recognition of splice
sites and that these are more variable among humans, particularly
in introns compared to exons, possibly reﬂecting complex splice-
site recognizing machinery (RNPs). On the contrary, in A. thaliana,
site-speciﬁc residue recognition appears to be critical for splicing.
Figs. 1 and 2 also illustrate the number of principal features ex-
tracted for each position by applying the PFA feature selection.
Grayscale bars are lighter in positions, where more than one prob-
abilistic parameter is extracted. Generally, these positions match
those with high F-score values, though a small number of high F-
score positions are under-represented among the principal fea-
tures and vice-versa. This is sporadically observed in human and
A. thaliana splice features and is basically justiﬁed by the theoret-
ical setting of the applied splice selection methods. The total num-
ber of features extracted is shown in Table 1. The number of
principal features is moderately increased compared to individual
ﬁxed-order probabilistic parameters and PFS; however, the ob-
served increase mostly characterizes human splice sites (25% in-
crease in human vs. 13.7% in A. thaliana).3.2. SVM classiﬁcation
The training procedure of the ﬁrst classiﬁcation step begins
with the parameter optimization step that comes up with the
best-ﬁtting hyperparameter pair for each Gaussian SVM classiﬁer
(Table S3). These values are used in the subsequent 10-fold CV
training procedure. Table 1 lists the classiﬁcation outcome in terms
of the maximum CC value and the best sensitivity and speciﬁcity
tradeoff. The latter corresponds to the minimum distance from
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Fig. 1. Position-dependent evaluation of the discriminative power of each probabilistic model in human donor (a) and acceptor (b) sites. Colored bars correspond to the most
discriminative dependency lengths (higher F-score value) that is selected by PFS to describe each position. The grayscale line underneath F-score chart illustrates the number
of dependency lengths that are selected by PFA. White blocks indicate positions with all (N = 3) probabilistic models used as principal features, light gray are positions with
two principal features, dark gray with one principal feature, and black blocks correspond to positions with no representative features (N = 0). (For interpretation of color
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Fig. 2. Position-dependent evaluation of the discriminative power of each probabilistic model in A. thaliana donor (a) and acceptor (b) sites (see Fig. 1 legend for details).
Table 1
The optimal sensitivity (Sn) and speciﬁcity (Sp) pairs of the Gaussian SVM-PFS and SVM-PFA classiﬁers for human and A. thaliana. The optimal Sn, Sp pairs correspond to the
minimum Euclidean distance Dð1 Sp; SnÞ from a perfect classiﬁcation. As for D, CC corresponds to the maximum value obtained from 100 points along the ROC curves.
SVM–PFS SVM–PFA
Donor Acceptor Donor Acceptor
Sn (%) Sp (%) CC Sn (%) Sp (%) CC Sn (%) Sp (%) CC Featsa Sn (%) Sp (%) CC Featsa
Human 94.96 92.97 0.782 93.56 92.20 0.751 95.88 92.20 0.802 126 93.32 92.76 0.748 129
A. thaliana 93.68 93.61 0.783 90.72 90.82 0.712 92.66 94.21 0.777 106 90.90 90.63 0.709 116
a Feats: number of selected features retaining 95% of the data variability.
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ity and speciﬁcity pair shown in the same row.
Evidently, PFS and PFA show satisfactory performance between
actual splice sites and decoys. However, for both encoding schemes
acceptor sites are clearly less identiﬁable compared to donors in
human and especially in A. thaliana. This implies that donor iden-
tiﬁcation is more consistent with the applied position-dependent
probabilistic modeling than acceptor identiﬁcation. As regards to
the donor prediction, it is also evident that the classiﬁcation per-
formance on the PFA-based features in human is higher than in
A. thaliana, while PFS slightly outperforms PFA in A. thaliana. The
latter observation is possibly indicative of the complex interactions
among successive nucleotides in human compared to A. thaliana;
however, this came up as a result of the GeneSplicer dataset, so fur-
ther studies are needed to assess this observation.3.3. Proﬁle of the classiﬁed instances
The proﬁle of the classiﬁed instances was investigated by ana-
lyzing the sequence conservation in a small region ﬂanking puta-
tive splice junctions. Sequence conservation at a speciﬁc position
is deﬁned by the difference between the maximum entropy and





, where pn is the observed frequency
of a speciﬁc residue n and N is the number of distinct sequence
symbols.
Each sequence logo in the Supplementary Figs. S1–S4 (Addi-
tional ﬁle) represents the degree of conservation in the 20nt region
of the classiﬁed splice sites [49]. These datasets come from SVM-
PFS corresponding to the maximum sensitivity and speciﬁcity lev-
els listed in Table 1. As expected, the correctly predicted positive
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responding negative instances. A small difference is observed be-
tween human and A. thaliana, basically on the G-rich +3 position
following the GT consensus in donors and the abundance of the
CT- and AT-content in the intronic region preceding AG consensus
in acceptors, respectively. False positive splice sites are character-
ized by lower information content, though they have similar con-
servation proﬁle with actual splice sites. The deﬁciency of the
positional modeling in this case indicates that the splicing process
is also controlled by other factors that obviously do not conform to
the positional conservation modeled in the ﬁrst processing step.
The poor conservation of the sequences that are misclassiﬁed as
decoys is also indicative of the presence of other weighting factors
acting on the splicing potential of a sequence. These factors are ﬁl-
tered and appropriately modeled in the subsequent tree-based
classiﬁcation step.3.4. Second step evidence-based features
Various experimental or computational studies on splicing reg-
ulatory elements have been reported on speciﬁc short motifs that
enhance or inhibit splicing. Going through these studies, we ex-
tracted a set of motifs that has been associated with the splicing
regulation and then we appropriately described them in the in-
duced tree modeling.
Tables 2 and 3 list the oligomers used in this study along with
the selected type of representation and search window. Taking into
account the conservation proﬁle of the classiﬁed instances (Addi-
tional ﬁle), human donor sites are represented by the weighted dis-
tribution of the C, G nucleotides in the 7-mer intronic and exonic
region ﬂanking GT consensus, as well as of the A, G nucleotides
in the same region. In addition, G-triplets are known to act as a
common intronic splicing enhancer in human [52], while G-repeats
immediately downstream a donor site are also an important posi-
tive weighting factor for A. thaliana [27]. A. thaliana is further char-
acterized by the abundance of intronic T-triplets and the
concurrent scarcity of G-triplets which are however frequent in
the exonic region upstream donor sites and downstream acceptorsTable 2








GGGG LC-i40, LC-e40 [26,52]
a WD: weighted distribution, LC: local context.
Table 3








TTT LC-i50, LC-e50 [27]
GGG LC-i50, LC-e50 [27]
a WD: weighted distribution, LC: local context.[27,28]. It was recently found that GAAG motifs are signiﬁcantly
abundant in exonic hexamers in A. thaliana that are predicted as
potential exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) [28]. In addition, a bin-
ary feature matching for the presence or absence of the consensus
WNYAGRmotif is used to describe acceptor sites in A. thaliana [53].
A. thaliana is ﬁnally characterized by the lack of AG intronic diplets
and long AT stretches in introns ﬂanking splice sites as opposed to
the polypyrimidine track preceding human acceptors [27,53]. Re-
cently, Dogan et al. reported on characteristic intronic tetramers
close to acceptors in human, the abundance of which is highly dif-
ferentiated between positive and negative instances [26].3.5. Comparison of the overall predictive accuracy
The tree modeling elaborates on a subset of the original training
dataset corresponding to ambiguous predictions, i.e. those associ-
ated with less conﬁdent SVM probability estimates. Considering
different probability windows in the ambiguous mid-region, a
10-fold CV training procedure along with a post-pruning step is ap-
plied on the selected feature set deﬁned in Tables 2 and 3. Figs. 3
and 4 illustrate the ROC curves for human and A. thaliana, respec-
tively, that correspond to the overall classiﬁcation performance of
SpliceIT.
Donor prediction in human is more effectively addressed by
SpliceIT-PFS and SpliceIT-PFA compared to GeneSplicer and Splice-
Machine for sensitivity level over 90%. Acceptor sites are less iden-
tiﬁable by SpliceIT in human than donor sites. This is also reﬂected
to the comparison results, since SpliceMachine gives superior clas-
siﬁcation performance in lower false positive rates (<3%). In all
other cases, SpliceIT-PFS and SpliceIT-PFA perform similarly or
higher than SpliceMachine and GeneSplicer.
As in human, SpliceIT is noticeably more accurate in predicting
donor sites than acceptors in A. thaliana (Fig. 4), having approxi-
mately 1% increase of the acceptor false positive rates in sensitivity
level that exceeds 95%. Evidently, SpliceIT-PFS and SpliceIT-PFA
outperform GeneSplicer in donor and acceptor site prediction.
Compared to SpliceMachine, the overall performance is differenti-
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Fig. 3. ROC curves corresponding to the overall performance of SpliceIT-PFS and SpliceIT-PFA for human donor (a) and acceptor (b) sites. As for SpliceIT, the ROC curves for
GeneSplicer and SpliceMachine are generated by the sensitivity, speciﬁcity pairs in Table S1, by applying the same cubic interpolation method.










































Fig. 4. ROC curves corresponding to the overall performance of SpliceIT-PFS and SpliceIT-PFA for A. thaliana donor (a) and acceptor (b) sites. As for SpliceIT, the ROC curves for
GeneSplicer, SpliceMachine and SpliceMachineESE are generated by the sensitivity, speciﬁcity pairs in Table S2, by applying the same cubic interpolation method.
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both SpliceIT-PFS and SpliceIT-PFA. On the contrary, SpliceIT is less
accurate in predicting acceptor sites than SpliceMachine when the
criterion is the minimum false positive rates, while more efﬁcient
in high sensitivity levels (>95%). Especially for A. thaliana, an addi-
tional comparison was made with a variant of SpliceMachine called
SpliceMachineESE that incorporates a set of conserved exonic
hexamers near splice sites corresponding to putative splicing
enhancers [28]. SpliceMachineESE exhibits improved classiﬁcation
performance when compared to SpliceMachine in all cases, how-
ever as with SpliceMachine, SpliceIT has better tradeoff between
false positive rates and sensitivity level when sensitivity exceeds
95%.
On the whole, SpliceIT exhibits superior performance in predict-
ing donor sites, while acceptors are more identiﬁable in higher sen-
sitivity levels compared to GeneSplicer and SpliceMachine. As
regards the maximum sensitivity and speciﬁcity pairs, SpliceIT
exhibits also superior classiﬁcation performance. Table 4 lists the
optimal sensitivity, speciﬁcity tradeoff of each method along with
the distance from a perfectly well-trained classiﬁer. Compared to
the results of the SVM classiﬁcation shown in Table 1, it is evident
that in all cases the proposed hybrid approach clearly beneﬁts fromthe two-step classiﬁcation, validating this way the importance of
the tested hypotheses. In addition, compared to GeneSplicer and
SpliceMachine, either SpliceIT-PFS or SpliceIT-PFA, and most fre-
quently both, give the optimal pair of false and true positive pre-
dictions for all datasets.
3.6. Evaluation on NN269
In NN269, the same experimental setup and parameterization
was followed as with the GeneSplicer dataset, except for the exam-
ined length of the GGG and GGGG features in Table 2, as these ex-
ceed the total length of the donor sequences. The SVM
optimization step was performed on the whole dataset and the
optimal cost C and c values are shown in Table S3.
Table S4 summarizes the predictive accuracy of SpliceIT in
terms of the AUC and minimum Euclidean distance for the
NN269 dataset. Evidently, SpliceIT yields similar minimum Euclid-
ean distances on average when these are compared to correspond-
ing values shown in Table 4 for human donor and acceptor sites.
Accordingly, the maximum sensitivity/speciﬁcity levels are also
similar to the GeneSplicer dataset for both PFS and PFA feature
selection methods.
Table 4
Optimal sensitivity (Sn) and speciﬁcity (Sp) pairs in human and A. thaliana corresponding to the minimum Euclidean distance Dð1 Sp; SnÞ of the ROC curve from the perfectly
well-trained classiﬁer.
Human A. thaliana
Donor Acceptor Donor Acceptor
Sn (%) Sp (%) D Sn (%) Sp (%) D Sn (%) Sp (%) D Sn (%) Sp (%) D
SpliceIT–PFS 97.00 97.40 0.040 96.50 96.40 0.050 97.00 97.90 0.037 96.00 96.47 0.053
SpliceIT–PFA 97.00 98.30 0.034 97.00 95.90 0.051 97.00 97.70 0.038 97.00 96.70 0.045
GeneSplicer 94.50 94.16 0.080 94.90 94.29 0.077 96.20 96.20 0.054 94.80 95.35 0.070
SpliceMachine 97.00 96.80 0.044 96.10 96.22 0.054 97.00 96.80 0.044 96.10 96.36 0.053
SpliceMachineESE – – – – – – 97.00 96.90 0.043 96.10 96.66 0.051
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obtained from NN269 (Table S4) with those recently published in
[12]. The comparison of the best in terms of accuracy ‘‘Reduced
MM1 SVM” model with SpliceIT shows that the latter increases
the AUC performance by 1.3% for donor and 2% for acceptor sites
on average.
3.7. Time estimations
The execution time is an important evaluation factor, as it can
be seen as an index of the applicability of a method for larger data-
sets [8]. Table S5 lists the execution times of each one of the meth-
odological steps for both the human GeneSplicer and NN269
datasets. The experiments run on the same P4 3.2 GHz/1GB sys-
tem. The comparison between the two datasets shows that the
execution time is considerably shortened for the NN269 dataset,
due to the decreased amount of the training instances and features,
especially for the NN269 donors as these are represented by signif-
icantly less positional features than NN269 acceptors. The most
time-consuming task, i.e. 10-CV SVM training, takes 89% on aver-
age of the total elapsed time (including all methodological tasks),
while the decision tree modeling requires only 6% on average.
Compared to the training times (20.04/22.17 min for donors and
acceptors, respectively) of the best in accuracy ‘‘Reduced MM1
SVM” method (AUC: 0.979 for donors, 0.974 for acceptors) pro-
vided in [12] for the NN269 dataset, SpliceIT is less time-demand-
ing when PFS is used as feature selection method (6.87 min for
donor, 19.67 min for acceptor sites). As expected, the training pro-
cedure on the PFA-based feature set needs less time for donors
(6.64 min), compared to the acceptor sites (32.17 min), while the
difference in the time estimations between PFS and PFA for accep-
tor sites is due to the increased number of the PFA features (116 vs.
90).
On the whole, the estimated elapsed time shows that SpliceIT
can be affordably applied on larger volumes of training data and
on wider feature sets, which is especially important considering
the accelerating number of sequencing data that is constantly
made available and the persistent need for processing massive
amounts of experimentally-derived data.
4. Discussion and conclusions
SpliceIT investigates three major issues of the gene prediction
discourse, i.e. the encoding and discriminative value of relevant
computational and experimental ﬁndings, how these ﬁndings can
be combined with the probabilistic proﬁle of the sequence resi-
dues, and what is the role of the order and position in the probabi-
listic modeling.
The presented methodology constitutes an innovative ap-
proach, which drops light on these issues and also employs them
towards effective splice site identiﬁcation. Speciﬁcally, SpliceIT
proposes a hybrid methodology that follows a two-step classiﬁca-tion procedure, the ﬁrst one employing probabilistic features, and
the second combining the outcome of the ﬁrst step with properly
encoded evidence-based features.
The ﬁrst classiﬁcation step feeds a Gaussian SVM classiﬁer that
incorporates WAMs of different orders. In this phase, the two alter-
native feature selection methods tested, namely PFS and PFA, ex-
press two different working approaches; the ﬁrst one assumes
that each position is important, but the order of each position’s
Markovian is potentially different, while under the second ap-
proach particular positions, even with multiple structural rela-
tions, can be the most informative ones. Both approaches prove
valuable, however, their classiﬁcation outcome highlights possible
differences between donor and acceptor sites, as well as differ-
ences among the species examined in this study, that provides
the ground for further investigation.
The probabilistic modeling and the consequent classiﬁcation
shows that there are a number of misclassiﬁed negative instances
that strongly resemble the positional proﬁle of the actual splice
sites. This observation is indicative of the presence of other compo-
sitional elements that play a regulatory role by either activating or
inhibiting splicing. The so-called splicing enhancers and silencers
are cis-acting, often antagonizing elements described by speciﬁc
degenerate motifs that affect the splicing potential of a GT/AG-con-
taining site [54]. The coverage and mode of dependency between
these elements and the splicing process is conditioned by complex
biological mechanisms that are yet poorly understood; neverthe-
less, it has been shown that these elements increase the predictive
power of splice site classiﬁers [55].
The evidence-based features employed in the second step are
aimed to capture complementary discriminative information
stemming from the underlying splicing mechanism. In this scope,
we associated important compositional features that were repre-
sented by their weighted distribution or local context. It has to
be noted that SpliceIT allows also for additional species-speciﬁc
features to be encoded, since this information is parameterized
in its source code. The results of the second classiﬁcation step sug-
gest that the co-occurrence of these functional constituents along
with other biology-driven compositional features makes actual
splice sites signiﬁcantly more identiﬁable. Compared to other
state-of-the-art techniques, trained also on the same datasets, Spli-
ceIT shows increased classiﬁcation performance on human and A.
thaliana splice sites in terms of maximum sensitivity and speciﬁc-
ity pairs.
The time-complexity for PFS is linear with the number of the
incorporated features, while for PFA the algorithmic complexity
is of the order of PCA [34]. The number of the dependency lengths
incorporated in the probabilistic modeling does not increase the
time-complexity, since feature extraction is easily parallelized. In
addition, SpliceIT copes with the shortcomings implied by the deﬁ-
cient justiﬁcation, when deciding on which Markov order is most
suitable to be modeled with no cost on the space complexity of
the training procedure. Most importantly, the tree modeling
A. Malousi et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 43 (2010) 208–217 217followed in the second classiﬁcation step performed on predeﬁned
features originated from relevant published studies, hence no addi-
tional cost is introduced for deciding on the most representative
oligomers and the most suitable search window.
Splice site prediction is becoming even more challenging con-
sidering the prevalence of alternative splicing events in complex
organisms. Alternative splicing is affected by tissue-speciﬁc and
developmentally-regulated factors that are poorly understood,
yet is believed to be particularly signiﬁcant in various pathological
conditions [56]. Using suitable adjustments, involving the incorpo-
ration of additional/diverse biological signals, SpliceIT could facili-
tate the identiﬁcation of decisive, splicing-inducing and regulating
elements and promote our understanding of the alternative splic-
ing process. In this regard, the source code of SpliceIT is made
available to researchers who are interested in applying the whole
training procedure to other splice site datasets or even to similar
binary classiﬁcation problems.Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jbi.2009.09.004.
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